DESTINATION
WEDDING
VIDEOGRAPHER
CONTACTS
MY INSTAGRAM PAGE

+393489354174

caiazzaivan@hotmail.it

WHAT I DO

ABOUT ME
I am Ivan, 31 years old. I started this
job when I was just fifteen. Despite
having a degree in Pharmacy, my love
for videography, expecially marriage,
has led me over the years to study
and update myself in this field,
making my passion my job.

GIVE IMPORTANCE TO YOUR
MEMORIES, THEY WILL BE THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL LINK WITH
YOUR PAST; CHOOSE
CAREFULLY WHO TO ENTRUST
THEM .

My job is to document all the best
moment of your special day with
sensitivity and discretion. All the
getting ready moments, smiles,
ceremony, vows, couple shooting,
aerial shoots, dinner, party, first
dance and cut of cake.

CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO

AWARDS
CHECK HERE
My passion has always
pushed me to research new
incentives in this field,
allowing me to reach
important personal ones as
well; but, needless to say,
the greatest satisfaction
this job gives me is the
satisfaction of my spouses.

CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO

OFFER PACKAGE

I will work with a second videographer, and
I will provide to give
couple 3 different video products:
-A trailer (3 minutes) like those on my
Instagram page
-A full movie (15/20 minutes)
-Extra contents, if there will be, like
speeches

I will arrive the day before the wedding, so, if
couple agrees, I would love to have some
wonderful couple shooting.
I will also provide drone shoots where allowed.
On wedding day I ll record
every special moment, the getting ready,
ceremony and vows, couple
shooting and all dinner/party moments.
I take deposit to book the day and remaining on
wedding day. I will
deliver the complete work in max. 5 months
from wedding day.
All the info, terms and payment details there
will be on the contract I
will deliver to my clients who ask for it.

CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO

PRICES
2400 Euro in April/October
2700 Euro in May/September/August
3000 Euro in June/July
VAT INCLUDED IN ALL 3 PRICES
DRONE FOOTAGE INCLUDED IN ALL 3 PRICES
COUPLE SHOOTING THE DAY BEFORE
INCLUDED IN ALL 3 PRICES
TRAVEL EXPENSES INCLUDED IN ALL 3 PRICES

